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WEIGHTED NORM INEQUALITIES
FOR OPERATORS OF HARDY TYPE

STEVEN BLOOM AND RON KERMAN

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. A new proof, yielding new conditions, is given for the two-weighted

norm Hardy inequality. The theorem is extended to operators with kernels

behaving much like the Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals of nonnegative

order.

I. Hardy's inequality

In this paper we present a new and easily proven criterion for the Hardy

operator

If(x)= T f(y)dy,        x>0
Jo

to satisfy a weighted norm inequality. The criterion involves the adjoint oper-

ator
/•oo

I*g{x)= i    g(y)dy.
J x

Using a more complicated version of the proof for I, we are able to obtain,

in §11, similar criteria for weighted norm inequalities to hold for, among other

operators, those of Riemann-Liouville,

7Q/(*) = /  (x - yff(y)dy,       x and a > 0.
Jo

These criteria are related to other, recently obtained, characterizations for Ia

in §111.

The following special case of the result for I gives the essentials of our ap-

proach. The method of proof is similar to the classical proof of Hardy's in-

equality [1, p. 242-3].

Theorem 1.1. Fix 1 < p < oo. Let u and v be nonnegative, measurable

functions on (0, oo), with 0 < u, v < oo a.e. Then,
roo /»OO

(1-1) /    (uIf)p<C       (vf)p
_                    Jo Jo
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136 STEVEN BLOOM AND RON KERMAN

for all nonnegative f, if and only if,

(1.2) I*[(v~lI* 1/)"']< CI*if0 <oo,

where p   is the conjugate exponent p/(p -I).

Proof. We may restrict our attention to bounded and nonnegative / that are

compactly supported in (0, oo). Then an integration by parts gives the identity

(1.3)
/•OO /»OO

/ (uif)p=p   /(//r'/v.
Jo Jo

This simple identity is the key to our proof. For if f0°°(vf)p = 1, then Holder's

inequality and another integration by parts gives

J>\P
n i/p'

j^(uif)p<p^(if)p(v-xru

=p\j00r[(v-irup)p']d(if)p
i/p'

Now using (1.2) and a further integration by parts, we obtain

Up'/•OO /-OO L/P /*OC

/    (ulf)"<C   /    fud(If)p        =C   /    (ulf)
Jo L/0 J VJo

\Ip

< 00,

and so,
roo

/    {ulff
Jo

<C.

To see that (1.2) is implied by (1.1), observe that for any of our / with

J(vf)P < oo, we have

00.

roo roo roo

p    fdf)p-lrup=    (uiff<c    (vf)p<
Jo Jo Jo

This means that I*up < oo on (0, oo). Substituting

*(•) = "(•>%,«>)(•)

into the (equivalent) inequality

r(v-ii*h)pi <c f(u-ih)pi

dual to (1.1), we obtain (1.2).

II. Riemann-Liouville operators

It will be convenient to prove our result for kernels somewhat more general

than those of Riemann-Liouville. We consider kernels <p(x, y) on R+ x E+

with the following properties:

(i)     <p(x,y) > 0 ifx > v;

(2.1) (ii)     <p(x, y) is nondecreasing in x and nonincreasing in y;

(iii)     <p(x, y) « q>(x , z) + <p(z, y) if y < z < x.
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Given r > 0, we set

and

TJ(x)= [X<p(x,y)rf(y)dy
Jo

roo

T*rg{x)= j    <p(y,x)rg(y)dy.
J X

We will write T for Tx and / for T0

We can now state our principal result.

Theorem 2.1. Fix 1 < p < q < oo. Let u and v be nonnegative, measurable

functions on (0, oo) with 0 < u, v < oo a.e. Then,

foe "1 1/9 r  foo

/    (uTff       <C   /    (vf)
Jo J uo

-ll/p

for allf>0

I*[(v-1T*u9)p']<C(I*u'!)p'/ql <oo

A^-'r^'^c^V/^oc

(2.2)

z/a«úf only if

(2.3)

a«i/

(2.4)

a.e. on (0, oo).

To prove this, we want an analog of the elementary identity (1.3) used in the

proof of Theorem 1.1. This is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Fix 1 < p < oo. Then for all f and u>0 with f(uTf)p < oo,
roo roo roo

(2.5) /    (uTff*        f(If)P~XTy+        f(Tf)p-Xrvr°.
Jo Jo Jo

Observe that when T is the Hardy operator /, so is each Tr, and both terms

on the right side of (2.5) are equal to p~   times the right side of (1.3).

Proof of the lemma. Given / not identically zero, there is a greatest x0 > 0

with / = 0 a.e. on [0,x0], so that If(x) and Tf(x) are positive when

x > x0. Taking adjoints,

roo roo

(2.6) /    (uTf)p= /    fT*[wTf],
Jo Jx0

where w = up( Tf)"~  . Again, when x > x0 ,

T*[wTf](x) = J%(y,x)w(y)dy (j* + £) 9(y, z)f(z)dz

rOO rX

=        <p(y,x)w(y)dy      <p(y, z)f(z)dz
Jx Jo

/»oo roo

+       f(z)dz       (p(y,x)tp(y,z)w(y)dy
Jx J z

= A(x) + B(x).
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Now, by (2.1)(iii),

A^(If)(T*2w) + (Tf)(T*w),

B*I*[fr2w] + T*[fT*w].

Fubini's theorem and the equivalences (2.7) and (2.6) show

roo roo roo

(2.8) /    (uTf)p*        f(If)T¡w+       f(Tf)T*w.
Jo Jx0 J x0

This proves the lemma when p = 2.   Suppose then that p > 2.   Holder's

inequality with exponents p - 1 and (p - l)/(p - 2) yields

r> < [r(up(Tf)p-l]ip-2mp-l)[T*pup]l/{p-l]

and
t*w < [r(up(Tf)p-l]{p-2)/{p-l)[rup]l/{p-1).

Hence, by another use of Holder's inequality with the same exponents,

(2.9)
/;Jxn

f(If)T¡w < L
n i/o-i)

f(if)p-xrpup

/•OO /»OO

/     f(If)T*w<    /     f(Tf)
J Xn J Xr,

0

n l/o-i)

T u

roo

/    (uTf)p
Jx0

\l>Tff

0-2)/0-i)

0-2)/0-i)

Using the estimates (2.9) and (2.8) yields, after some simplification, (2.5), but

as an inequality, rather than an equivalence.

Next, suppose 1 < p < 2. For x > x0 ,

T2w(x) FJx

-Í
J X

(p(y,x)¿u(y)pTf(y)p    dy

p-2(p(y,xru(yr[Tf(y)/(p(y,x)ridy

by(2.1)(ii), and

< If(x)p-2rpup(x)

fOO

T*w(x)= /    <p(y,x)u(y)pTf(y)p    dy
Jx

< Tf(x)p 2rV(x).

Substituting these estimates in (2.8) gives one of the inequalities implicit in

(2.5).
For the opposite inequality, when p > 2,

/oo /    rX \ P-1
tp(y, x)ru(y)pdy (       tp(y, z)f(z)dz

Thus, by (2.1)(ii),

T¡w(x)>If(x)p~2T*up(x)
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and

T*w(x) > Tf(x)p~2T*up(x).

These, coupled with (2.9), prove (2.5) when p > 2.

When p < 2, we appeal again to Holder's inequality, this time with expo-

nents 1/Cp-l) and 1/(2-p).
/•OO

T*pup(x) = /    p(y, x)up(y)(p(y, x)p~XTf^^Tf(yf-p)(p~x)dy
J X

<[r2w]p-\r(up(Tf)p'x)]2-p

and so, by another application of Holder's inequality,

iP-i

JAif)p~]T;up < y/w)r>   [yVrv^/r1)

= [|/(//)r>]P l[/(Mr/y|2 ".

Similarly,

and

rv < [rw]p-\rup(Tf)p-{f-p

p-i
jf(Tf)p-lT*up <   |/(r/)r«;        [j(uTf)

2-p

which, in view of the equivalence (2.8), proves (2.5).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. In proving the only if part of the theorem, we appeal to

the (equivalent) inequality

(2.10)
r°°       i

Jo

,11/p

<C
/•OO ,

/   [u-{g)q
Jo

i/?'

dual to (2.2).

Suppose (2.2) holds. Given any / > 0 with ¡(uf)p < oo , we have, by (2.2)

and (2.5),

roo r   roo i q/p

"q-lT*quq<C¡    (uTf)q<C
/•oo /»oo r   /*oo

/ ni/)9 t;u9<c   (uTf)q<c / (Vf)q
Jo Jo iJo

< oo

from which we conclude that T' u  < oo on (0, oo). Moreover, from (2.1)(ii),

Tqui(x/2)><p(x,x/2r(Iuq)(x)

and so / u   is also finite. Now, for r > 1,

/•[(«-»Wim
/■oo , r   /-c

/    v(y)~p dy   /
•/.x \.J y

<p(z,y)ru(z)qx(Xt00)(z)dz

roo _  , r   roo

I    v(y) p dy \l    <p(z,y)(p(z,x)r   u(z)qx(x    Az)dz
(x.oor
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by (2.1)(ii),

[/;
<C tp(z,x){r~1)q'u(z)qdz

1 i   '

-\p /«

by (2.10). This estimate is (2.3) when r = 1 and gives (2.4) when r = q .

In the converse direction, we assume (2.3) and (2.4) and argue from (2.5)

much as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. We will show that the integral f£°(uTf)q

is bounded independently of bounded, nonnegative, compactly supported / on

(0, oo) with f(vf)p = 1 . It is clearly finite.

Now let (r, s) = (0, q) or (1, 1) and let f = (s - l)q . Then Holder's

inequality and an integration by parts gives

/•oo r  roo -i l/p r   roo ,

Jo  f(Trf)q-lT;Uq<^ (vff\    [jf  (Trf)p{q-x)(v-{rsu
q-j>n Up'

fJo
I*[(v-XT;uq)p']d(Trf)p,(q-x)

Up'

which by assumption, is bounded by a constant times

j = yj™(T;uq)p'lq'd(Trf)p'(q-

= ^{n-driu9ïf,!q,d(Trff'
tUp'

By Minkowski's inequality,

J <
U<¿roo

/ (-dT;uq)(Trf)q
.Jo

and another integration by parts yields

1 /   '

[$f(If)q-lT*quq]   Q    when (r, s) = (0,1),

[f(uTf)q]l/q' when (r, s) = (1,1)

which, in view of (2.5), concludes the proof.

J <

III. Other criteria

Stepanov [3] proves that the following conditions are necessary and sufficient

for T = Ia to satisfy (2.2).

(3.1)

and

(3.2)

(Iap,v-p')l/p'(ruq)l/q<C<oo

(Iv-p')i/p'(Cuq)l/q<C<oo.
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Using different methods, Martin-Reyes and Sawyer [2] obtain similar conditions

for a more general class of operators. In this section, we show that conditions

(3.1) and (3.2) imply (2.3) and (2.4) respectively, with Tr = Iar ; that is

(3.3) /'[(iT'/V/] < C(I*uq)p'/q' < oo

and

(3.4) ri(v-liyf] < c(faquq)plql < oo.

The proof that (3.1) implies (3.3) is essentially contained in Stepanov's work.

To see that (3.2) implies (3.4), assume first that  (I*aquq)(Ç)+) = oo.   Then
—   ' I —   ' —    '

(I*uq) p }q = Ig  for some  g > 0.   Define v0 by v/   = v p + g, so
aq

Iv~p « (CyrP/9 ■ We have

ri(v-li:quq)p']<cr[(v-lrquq)p]

< cr[(V-liv-p')-q]

<C(Iv-p')X-q

* ,fl\P Iq
< c(iny)(»q

Suppose next that l*quq(0+) < c» . If also /0°° v p < oo, we are done. Other

wise, define u0 by ¡™yaqu0(y)qdy = [/* v(y)~p dy

Then u£ and v satisfy (3.2) and l*aqul(0+) = oo, so

and set ue = u+eu0 .

ntr1«)''] < c(/:x//?' < ».
Letting s —> 0+ gives (3.4).
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